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Wedekind’s first major play, Frühlings Erwachen (Spring 
Awakening, 1891), which concerns sexuality and 
puberty among some young German students, caused 
a scandal as it contained scenes of homoeroticism, 
implied group male masturbation, actual male 
masturbation, sado-masochism between a teenage 
boy and girl, rape and suicide, as well as references to 
abortion. 

The “Lulu” plays Erdgeist (Earth Spirit, 1895) and 
Die Büchse der Pandora (Pandora’s Box, 1904) 
were probably his best known works until the 2006 
�daptation of Spring Awakening into a musical. 
Originally conceived as a single play, the two pieces tell 
a continuous story of a sexually-enticing young dancer, 
who rises in German society through her relationships 
with wealthy men but who later falls into poverty 
and prostitution. The frank depiction of sexuality 
and violence in these plays, including lesbianism 
and an encounter with Jack the Ripper (a role which 
Wedekind played in the original production), pushed 
the boundaries of what was considered acceptable on 
the stage at the time. Karl Kraus also helped Wedekind 
stage it in Vienna. 
 
Der Kammersänger (The Court-Singer, 1899) is a one-
act character study of a famous opera singer who 
receives a series of unwelcome guests at his hotel suite.
In Franziska (1910), the title character, a young girl, 
initiates a Faustian pact with the Devil, selling her soul 
for the knowledge of what it is like to live life as a man 
(reasoning that men seem to have all the advantages).
A number of Wedekind’s works have been translated 
into English by Samuel Atkins Eliot Jr.

FRANK WEDEKIND   
AUTHOR



BRAD BIRCH 
ADAPTATION

Brad Birch is an award-winning playwright and 
screenwriter from Wales. His plays have been produced 
many times around the world and have premiered in 
the UK, US, Japan, Germany and Malta. In 2016, he was 
awarded the prestigious Harold Pinter Commission at the 
Royal Court.  His plays are published by Methuen Drama 
and his first anthology, Plays One, was published in 2018. 
His debut feature was commissioned by Film4.  
 
All art is held at a distance from reality. Even when 
imitating ‘real life’, art is framed in some artifice – the 
television screen, the stage, the picture frame. And so 
when we say that a piece of art speaks to us, or resonates 
with our lives, it has requires us, the audience, to put 
ourselves within it. The artist rarely knows us, and may 
not even live in our time. So it is us, the audience, who 
creates the resonance. It is the audience who does the 
work of translating the metaphor so that it speaks to us. 
As is the case with Frank Wedekind’s Spring Awakening, 
a play written by a German man in 1891.Generations 
of audiences have translated and appropriated 
andunderstood this play to be speaking to the hectic 
phenomena of being a teenager.



Or to be more specific, adult audiences have. When we 
spoke about this play with a range of Maltese teenagers, 
we were equally interested – perhaps more so – in the 
parts of the original play that didn’t actually speak to 
them. And it caused us to reflect on the fact that young 
people are often told what it means to be young. And 
that then led us to think about the bombardment of 
presumptions, pressures and conformity that we, as 
adults, put upon young people. 

This is a play about how Spring Awakening can radicalise, 
shock, inspire, trouble and change the young people 
involved in making it. But it’s also about how it can fall 
short, and explores the alienating power of adults telling 
young people what it means to be young. It is Spring 
Awakening. It’s also about Spring Awakening.

Wedekind’s play is a notoriously tricky text for any 
theatremaker to tackle. It requires a bravery and a 
boldness of intent that one can’t take lightly. James 
Grieve is a brilliant director who I’ve had the privilege of 
working with on a number of shows and I wouldn’t take 
on a project such as this without someone of James’s 
intelligence, care and talent as a director by my side. I 
hope you enjoy his work.

It is also an absolute pleasure to collaborate again with 
Adrian Buckle and to work with more shatteringly talented 
Maltese theatre makers and actors. And I’m excited to 
present more work to a Maltese audience. The dynamism, 
the passion and the resolve of the Maltese theatre 
community is inspiring and invigorating and it is an 
absolute honour, with this show, to be a part of it again. 



JAMES 
GRIEVE 
DIRECTOR

James is a freelance director. He was formerly Joint 
Artistic Director of Paines Plough, the UK’s national 
theatre of new plays, alongside George Perrin. During 
their tenure Paines Plough produced 44 world premieres 
on tour to 291 places across the UK and internationally 
by playwrights ranging from debutants to Olivier, Tony 
and BAFTA winners, staged in historic proscenium arch 
playhouses and student union bars, at music festivals and 
The National Theatre, in village halls, Off-Broadway, on 
BBC Radio and televised on HBO. 

In 2014 they launched Roundabout, the world’s first 
pop-up plug-and-play theatre to tour new plays to 
underserved places. For Paines Plough James directed 
new plays by writers including Mike Bartlett, James 
Graham, Kae Tempest, Tom Wells, Penelope Skinner, 
Elinor Cook, Nick Payne, Anna Jordan, Brad Birch, Marie 
Jones and Sam Steiner. 
 
As a freelance director James’s credits include a new 
production of Kander & Ebb’s Cabaret for Gothenburg 
Opera in Sweden, the new musical The Assassination Of 
Katie Hopkins for Theatr Clwyd which won Best Musical 
Production at The UK Theatre Awards 2018, a new 
production of Les Misérables for Wermland Opera and 
Brian Friel’s Translations for Sheffield Theatres, English 
Touring Theatre and The Rose Theatre Kingston won Best 
Production at The UK Theatre Awards 2014. 

James was Associate Director at The Bush Theatre from 
2008-2010 and previously founded and ran the new 
writing company ‘nabokov’ which forged an international 
reputation for presenting theatre events everywhere from 
pubs to warehouses to music festivals to Off-Broadway. He 
was awarded an MBE in The Queen’s New Year’s Honours 
List 2020 for services to theatre.



DIRECTOR’s NOTE 
Spring Awakening is one of those rare works of art created 
with such prescience and insight that it could not be fully 
understood or appreciated in its own time. When Frank 
Wedekind wrote his Children’s Tragedy in 1890 it was 
immediately bannedand decried as dangerous, subversive 
and malign. It finally received its premiere in Germany 
in 1906 but continued to be condemned and censored 
throughout the 20th century. It was not legally produced 
in the UK until in 1974. It has remained relevant and 
antagonistic, celebrated and reviled for 132 years. 

Its longevity is testament to its brilliance as a work of 
drama but its themes really highlight it as ahead of its 
time. Wedekind wrote explosively about the condition 
of being a teenager more than half a century before the 
word ‘teenager’ entered the popular lexicon. His play was 
banned because it spoke openly of subjects that were 
strictly taboo: desire, sex, homosexuality, repression, 
teenage pregnancy, abortion, suicide, rape, child abuse, 
dissolution. As a playwright he was a pioneer, a seer. As an 
anthropologist he simply had the bravery to tell timeless 
and universal truths. 

Of course any work of art created 132 years ago will feel 
outdated and old fashioned in some ways.   In the original 
play 14-year-old Wendla does not have any knowledge 
of reproduction. That feels incredulous in 2022 when so 
many people have access to the internet. But information 
remains currency, and access to information remains 
unequal. Perhaps in 2022 the problem is not just access to 
information but access to truth? Amidst the social media 
churn of conspiracy theories, fake news, unregulated 
statistics, advertising and political propogandising, how 
would a contemporary Wendla know what to believe? 
Information can be a lifeline and misinformation can be 
fatal. 



I have spent most of my career working on new plays. I 
love doing so because it seems to me that more than any 
other artists, the greatest playwrights interpret and reflect 
and distil the complications of the world we live in with 
the greatest clarity and insight. To have the opportunity 
to reimagine one of the most insightful plays of all time 
with Brad Birch, one of the most incisive and imaginative 
playwrights of our times, is completely thrilling. 

Brad has brilliantly transposed Wedekind’s radical original 
to our present day. A world in which everything feels 
tumultuous and confusing and oppositional and angry. 
Wedekind’s original is about a group of young people in 
rural Germany at the end of the 19th century. Our Spring 
Awakening feels very much about teenagers – and all of 
us – right here, right now at the beginning of the 21st 
century in a world that has changed so much, and yet not 
at all. 

It is the greatest honour and privilege to be invited by 
producer Adrian Buckle to come to Malta to make this 
show with a company of astonishingly talented actors 
in the beautiful, dynamic auditorium of SpazjuKreattiv. 
I thank them all, along with the creative team, stage 
management and technicians who have made the show. 

Thank you for coming. I hope you enjoy the show.

James Grieve





CAST & CREW

MARCO / MELCHIOR       Jamie Busuttil Griffin
BELLA / WENDLA         Greta Holland
LUKE / MORITZ          Alex Weenink
MARIA / ILSE           Sophie Staples
JOHN / HANSCHEN        Gianluca Mifsud
PAUL / ERNST           Richard Siauciulis
LUCY / MARTHA         Hannah Gatt
DANIELA / THEA         Julia Camilleri
PAULA / INA           Ann-Marie Buckle
ANNA / FEMALE ADULT ROLES  Pia Zammit
MICHAEL / MALE ADULT ROLES  Paul Portelli

Playwright           Frank Wedekind
Adaptation           Brad Birch
Production           Adrian Buckle
Direction            James Grieve
Stage Management      David Micallef
ASM               Joannie Mifsud
Set Design           Romualdo Moretti
Lighting Design        Chris Gatt
Sound Design         Michael Quinton
Graphic Design        Mikhail Basmadjian
Backstage           Stefan Scerri  
                 Rachel Zammit





JAMIE BUSUTTIL GRIFFIN  
MARCO / MELCHIOR

Greta Holland started attending 
the School Of Performing Arts 
(SOPA) at age 5. She participated 
in NFYT Festival 2016, The Maltese 
Islands Festival and a Youth Choir 
Exchange in Ise, Japan in 2019. She 
played the role of Brigitta in The 
Sound of Music in 2016 and 2017, 
organised by Grapevine Music 
and the MFCC. She achieved  her ACTL Individual Acting 
Diploma MQF-4 under the tuition of Denise Mulholland.

Jamie first realized what theatre 
was at age 11 when he  joined  SOPA  
and  hasn’t looked back since. A 
short while after this turning point 
in his career choice, he took part 
in Hush (2018, Teatru Manoel) 
directed by Denise Mulholland. This 
was subsequently followed up by 
two other performances: Dare to 
Dream (2018, Malta Philharmonic 
Orchestra) directed by Jean-Marc Cafà and Amahl and the 
Night Visitors (2018, Teatru Manoel) directed by Tama 
Matheson. Due to the pandemic and thus lack of theatrical 
opportunities, he decided to further his performing arts 
studies achieving a distinction in Grade 7 Performing Arts 
and Guitar and a Grade 6 in Ballet and Piano. Now he is 
ecstatic to finally return to the theatre with this wonderful 
production of Spring Awakening.

GRETA HOLLAND 
BELLA / WENDLA



ALEX WEENINK  
LUKE / MORITZ

Sophie Staples is a 17 year old 
science student, who started 
her performance training at 
Stagecoach at a young age.  
She took part in various 
performances, such as the Malta 
Island Festival, One Act Plays, 
Drama Troupe Performances & 
Local Pantomimes. Sophie also 
currently plays ‘Aimee’ in “The Way Back”, an online local 
series. Apart from being a science student, Sophie wishes 
to further her acting skills abroad in the near future and 
hopes to pursue a career in the arts.

Alex is an actor, project manager, 
and multidisciplinary theatre-
maker focusing on new writing and 
dramaturgy.  As   a  theatre-maker, 
his focus is on creating new work 
that challenges the form of theatre 
in a contemporary manner, is 
bold in its investigations, and is 
highly visual and expressive. As 
both a comedic and dramatic actor, 
he seeks to reveal the honesty of each of the characters he 
plays. When he is not creating, he enjoys a (very) long hike 
in the countryside followed by a very (very) big meal and a 
good pint of beer (or two).

SOPHIE STAPLES 
MARIA / ILSE



GIANLUCA MIFSUD  
JOHN / HANSCHEN

Richard Siauciulis started his 
acting training a few years ago. He 
enjoys watching various TV-Shows 
and movies, while also studying 
them. His training consists of two 
previous productions, one with 
SOPA called “Leah” and another 
with Studio 18 called “FOSDQA”. 
He is currently working with 
Erica Muscat and Studio 18 on 
advancing his acting technique.

Gianluca Mifsud is a performer 
who graduated from Performance 
Preparation Academy in Guildford 
with a First Class BA (Hons) 
Performance in Musical Theatre. 
During his graduating year he 
appeared as Joey in Saturday 
Night Fever and Hanschen in 
Spring Awakening The Musical. 
He has taken part in a number of 
productions since moving back to 
Malta, most recently as Sneakers in ‘A Ritual of Smoke & 
Mirrors’ with Chewing Productions, Ensemble in ‘Matilda 
The Musical’ with Masquerade Theatre Productions, Kurt in 
‘Thirst Trap’ with Studio 18 and Toni Tagħna in ‘Il-Kbir Għadu 
Ġej’ with Balzunetta Productions. He will also be appearing 
in ‘Il-Fidwa tal-Bdiewa’ with Teatru Malta later this year.

RICHARD SIAUCIULIS 
PAUL / ERNST



HANNAH GATT  
LUCY / MARTHA

Julia began studying at SOPA under 
the tutelage of Denise Mulholland 
and Lorraine Aquilina in 2016, 
forming part of the Teen Company 
with whom she performed and 
worked on multiple devised 
performances, including What a 
Piece of Work is Man, performed
at the National Festival of Youth Theatre Scotland in 
2017. During her 6th Form days at Junior College she 
formed part of the committee of Teatru Kullegg, producing 
and participating in numerous soirees and cabaret 
performances. Since 2019 she continued her theatre 
training at Studio18 and for several years was  part of the 
Musical Theatre Programme and the Creative Lab.  She 
obtained a Distinction in her ATCL Musical Theatre Diploma 
in 2021 (under the tutelage of Denise Mulholland & Gillian 
Zammit). Nowadays, Julia is a University of Malta student 
(Bachelor of Communications (Hons.) often freelancing 
in acting, stage management and production, with Teatru 
Malta, Studio18, Esplora, and USPA among others. She chose 
to marry her field of study with her theatre background 
by opting to analyse the communication techniques and 
leadership style of a number of local theatre directors as 
her dissertation research topic.

Hannah has attended training in 
musical theatre for the 14 years at 
Masquerade. Hannah’s most recent 
productions include ensemble 
in Il-Kbir Għadu Ġej (Balzunetta 
Productions) and ‘Matilda’ 
(Masquerade). She has taken part 
in multiple productions with Youth 
Theatre Masquerade including ‘Six 
Characters in Search of an Author’ 
(2021) and Fault (2021). She has obtained distinctions 
her ATCL Diploma in Speech and Drama and her Grade 8 
in Musical Theatre and has been learning tap dance for 
the past 3 years. Hannah is in her final year of university 
studying Communication Therapy.

JULIA CAMILLERI 
DANIELA / THEA



ANNE-MARIE BUCKLE  
PAULA / INA
Ann-Marie Buckle was diagnosed 
autistic ever since she was 2 years 
old and ADHD (the inattentive type) 
since she was 23 years old. Ann-
Marie began singing and acting ever 
since she was eight years
old. She went for training in 
Stagecoach and to Adult Drama 
Lessons in Masquerade for 12 
years and vocal training with Ruth 
Sammut Casingena. Musical Theatre is one of her passions. 
Ann-Marie has also managed to achieve some of her 
goals. She also recently successfully obtained her ATCL in 
Musical Theatre. Theatre Roles include: Jackie in “Ritratti 
Sepja” (2010), Ensemble in “Pippin” (2016), Ensemble in 
“LegallyBlonde” (Oxford) (2016), The Beggar Woman in 
“Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street” (2017),  
Ensemble/Brainiac in “High School Musical” (2017), Ravioli 
in “In Your Dreams” (Oxford) (2017), Ensemble/Murderer 3 
in “Macbeth” (2019) and Paula in “Incomunicados”(2019) 
and different roles while in training.



PIA ZAMMIT  
ANNA / FEMALE ADULT PARTS

Paul  is a performer and theatre 
director with extensive local and 
international experience in theatre 
production, large andsmall scale 
outdoor and indoor events, festivals, 
television and film.  He has worked 
extensively with local theatre 
company Theatre Anon, of which he 
is a co-founder as well as other theatre groups like MADC 
and Masquerade. He worked in some of Unifaun Theatre’s 
main projects, namely Howard Brenton’s PAUL and Donald 
Freed’s DEVIL’S ADVOCATE. Paul has also worked with 
theatre companies away from our shores, mainly with 
Kneehigh and Wildworks.  He is also a qualified teacher 
and workshop leader.

Pia has been treading the boards for 
a while now.  She’d be hard-pressed 
to pick her favourite roles – but here 
are some of the contenders. Diana in 
All’s Well That Ends Well, Ronette in 
Little Shop of Horrors, Anita in West 
Side Story, Fraulein Kost in Cabaret, 
The Vagina Monologues, Pam/Popo 
in Fat Men in Skirts, Sue in A Slice 
of Saturday Night, Landlady in Two, 
Roxie in Chicago, Frankie in Frankie & Johnny in the Clair 
de Lune, Sarah in Company, Michelle Dubois in ‘Allo ‘Allo, 
Mistress Quickly in The Merry Wives of Windsor, Titania in 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Sarah in Seascape, Anna in 
Appuntamenti, Maria in Twelfth Night, Fudgie in Fatboy, 
Shelf/Bath in The Seduction of The Almighty God, Paulette 
in Legally Blonde, Golde in Fiddler on the Roof, Anna in Old 
Times, Denise in Lampedusa, Rosie in Mamma Mia, Abby 
in Stitching (and didn’t go to jail for it!), The Maniac in The 
Accidental Death of an Anarchist, and Mother Superior in 
Sister Act. Actually, don’t ask her to pick her favourite – she 
loves ‘em all! When not on stage, Pia is a Communication 
and Public Speaking Coach, a Truth and Justice activist, a 
voice-over artist, and an occasional writer.
She particularly likes ranting. And whisky.

PAUL PORTELLI 
MICHAEL / MALE ADULT PARTS


